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Abstract

Social media platforms have long been understood to present new opportunities for everyday interaction and self presentation. Among these opportunities, however, there have been long-standing concerns surrounding the ‘decline’ or even ‘death’ of our social interaction and conversation (see The Guardian, 2012). Concerns around the quality of our digital conversations centre on how our online interaction is becoming shorter and more quantified, for example, through actions such as liking and sharing. Yet, social media users still engage in conversational dynamics that are more time consuming and less quantifiable, for example, writing posts and messages. Even in this context, though, scholars such as Sherry Turkle (2011) have argued that we ‘flatten out what we say to each other’ in new ‘reductive’ ways on digital platforms and that we are increasingly becoming accustomed to reductions within our daily interactions (p. 280). However, these debates have not been discussed from the ‘pre-post’ perspective of online interaction: that is, the activity and interactional work that occurs before (‘pre’) messages are sent (‘posted’) on social media platforms. This paper therefore provides a unique perspective on these issues by examining what the pre-post space online reveals about the quality of our digital interactions.

Interactional quality, in this paper, is understood through the Goffmanian notion of interactional order: the idea that interaction is entwined with rules and rituals that set expectations around the most appropriate or moral way to act and behave. Quality in this sense refers to a set of rules that encapsulates what it means to be ‘appropriate’ and ‘moral’ beings within our encounters with others. In this way, interactional order is intrinsically linked with the presentation of self (see Goffman, 1959): the more order is maintained, the more individuals perform appropriate and moral presentations of self. Due to this link, this paper addresses the concerns of the declining nature of our online interactions through the lens of identity construction. Like interaction, there have been long standing discussions regarding the opportunities and possibilities that social media...
Platforms offer us in relation to identity construction (Marwick, 2013). These discussions, though, have also neglected the pre-post dimension: the space where users can change, edit, or completely restart an interaction before sharing with the intended audience.

Scholars have noted how the affordance of editability ‘allows individuals to carefully craft the information being sent for a desired effect’ (Quinn and Papacharissi, 2018, p. 359) giving users the opportunity to ‘maintain a consistent presentation of self’ and ‘maximising their ability to generate a desired image’ (p. 359). However, exactly how, and to what extent, social media users utilise the pre-post space to edit their messages is understudied and the link this has to ongoing debates of declining interaction remains unexplored. The pre-post space of online interaction has also, until now, not been theorised. This paper therefore presents this preparatory space as the ‘rehearsal stage’ of interaction. This argument extends Erving Goffman’s (1967) conceptualisation of ‘stages’ and puts forward that pre-post editing occurs not in what he termed the ‘front’ or ‘back’ regions of interaction but instead in a ‘rehearsal’ space that is made possible through the architectural qualities of platforms like Facebook. The rehearsal stage is unique in the way it offers social media users a space to practice and draft their interactions before sharing such performances with their audience, offering a different form of interactional context to that of the front and back regions of interaction, both of which are accountable to others.

To reveal how Facebook users utilise the pre-post space real time recordings of Facebook interactions were collected. Through using screen capture technology participants recorded their screens whilst on the Facebook platform capturing the moment by moment edits made within their message constructions and revealing every change, edit and deletion made to messages before posting. Drawing on conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974), this research conducted a micro analysis of the screen capture data with a specific focus being given to how users accomplish certain presentations of self within their Facebook interactions. Through this analysis, the data revealed how the rehearsal stage of interaction plays a key role in processes of identity construction online. Previous work that has explored practices of pre-post editing (such as Meredith and Stokoe, 2014) revealed simple edits (such as word swaps that occur immediately within the typing out of a message or post). This analysis, however, unveiled an elaborate editing process in which users engage in several minutes of work that including multiple edits, large deletions and complete rewrites with users altering presentations of self drastically in this preparatory space of online interaction (see full paper: Ditchfield, 2020).
Due to the level of complexity and the laborious nature of the pre-post editing captured in this research, this paper argues that the quality of online interaction is not in decline as previous arguments suggest (Turkle, 2011). Instead, I argue that the act perfecting one’s presentation online is itself a form of reduction. Through the rehearsal stage and act of pre-post editing, the inconsistencies and messiness of offline face to face communication and identity are lost in the attempt to perfectly construct self. In this way, concerns of decline and quality should instead be directed towards the reduced and ‘flattened out’ self instead of our reduced interaction. With the ability to carefully craft our presentations of self, it is essential to consider what the implications of presenting ‘perfect’ selves and lives may be and calls into question what, if any, pressures this creates for users to put forward consistent perfection. With increasing attention to the discourse of digital detoxes and growing concerns around social media and mental health, this article argues that critical perspectives on these issues are increasingly pressing.
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